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Gas holdup and bubble size are important parameters for
simulation and designing in bubble column reactors. Because
based on these parameters, the available gas-liquid interfacial
area is defined for mass transfer. In this paper, the results of
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have been presented.
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1 Introduction
Bubble columns which are cylindrical vessels wherein gas is sparged via a distributor in the
form of bubble into liquid or liquid-solid suspension, are widely used in industry because of
their simple construction and operation such as applications includeoxidation, halogenations,
hydrogenation, hydrohalogenation, ammonolysis, hydroformylation, Fischer-Tropsch,
reaction,ozonolysis,
carbonylation,
carboxilation,
alkylation,
fermentation,
wastewater,treatment, hydrometallurgical operations, column flotation in bubble column
reactors [1-3].
There are many studies in the literature on bubble columns: D. Pfleger and S. Becker [4]
have been investigated the liquid phase measurement focus on the local liquid phase velocities
and volume fraction of gas in the bubble column reactor in three dimensional using dynamic
Eulerian-Eulerian two phase model and standard k-ε turbulence model. In other work, R.F.
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Mudde and O. Simonin [5] use full two-phase model including turbulence modeling for two
dimensional and three dimensional cases. In this study, the interfacial forces between two
phases the drag and virtual mass have been taken into account and it has been shown that if
only the drag force used both the amplitude and the oscillations the flow much smaller than
observed experimentally and changing the standard k-ε model to a low Reynolds k-ε ones
does not alter the flow behavior significantly.
The behavior of the air-water system characterizes with low gas void fraction for both the
laminar and turbulent model has been investigated by D. Pfleger and S. Gomes [6]. Based on
their obtained results, the laminar model shows a chaotic behavior and cannot show a
harmonic oscillation observed in experiments but turbulent model can show this behavior.
The effects of the sparger design and height to diameter ratio and radial gas hold-up profiles
have been simulated by M.T. Dhotre and K. Ekambara [7].They have simulated three
different gas-liquid systems (i.e., air-water, aqueous solution of butanol, and air-aqueous
solution of carboxyl methyl cellulose).
A. sokolichin and G. Eigenberger[8] simulated laminar and turbulent models of EulerEuler type in two and three dimensions and showed that by applying the 2D laminar model
for calculations the dynamic character the simulation results depend strongly on the space
resolution used, but for 2D k-ε turbulent model the grid independent solution can be achieved
on a relatively coarse grid.V.V.Buwa et al [9] investigated experimentally and numerically the
effects of gas velocity sparger design and coalescence suppressing additives on dynamics of
gas-liquid flow in a rectangular bubble column. The gas-liquid flow in a square cross
sectioned bubble column with LES and k-ε model using Euler-Euler simulations has been
studied by M.T. Dhotre et al [10]. In this work an extra contribution in the effective viscosity
for turbulence induced by bubbles has been taken into account using the Sato model.
It should be mentioned that there are a few studies for the effects of magnetic field on the
two phase flow; the effect of an applied magnetic field on the two phase flow characteristics
such as distributions of void fraction, pressure and temperature has been investigated
numerically by S. kamiyama et al [11]. Also recently, T. Tagawa [12] studied numerically
dynamics of a falling droplet of liquid metal into a horizontal liquid metal layer and of a rising
air bubble in water subject to a magnetic field.
It should be mentioned that the above mentioned studies for the bubble reactors mainly
focused on increase gas holdup in reactors using numerical Euler-Euler method; therefore in
this study the effects of various parameter such as bubble size, velocity inlet, rotation of
reactor and magnetic field on the gas holdup as 2D axisymmetric model have been presented.
Also, in the following the effects of rotation and magnetic field on velocity field in the reactor
have been investigated. In next section the basic theoretical formulation including the
governing equations has been presented, boundary conditions and numerical method results
are discussed in section 3 and finally section 4 contains some conclusions.

2 Theoretical formulation
In this paper, two fluids (Euler-Euler) model which both phases are treated as a continuum
has been used. It is assumed that the temperature variation is negligible and model is
isothermal. It is assumed that the liquid phase to be incompressible and gas phase has a
constant properties. All the bubbles generated at the sparger have equal size and the bubble
coalescence and breakage are neglected and sum of the volume fraction of two phases is taken
as unity. Single pressure field is assumed to be shared for two phases and no mass exchange
can occur between the two phases.
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The continuity equation is formulated for each phase without exchange between phases after
Reynolds averaging term [9]
.

0

(1)

here uq and αq is the velocity and volume fraction of phase qth respectively. After Reynolds
averaging, one can consider the momentum equation for the phase qt has follows:

.

.

(2)

The effect of virtual mass and lift force in this work have been neglected. In the above
equation, is the stress tensor of the qth phase and calculated by:
2
3
here μqand
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(3)

are shear and bulk viscosity of phase q respectively.

The exchange coefficient for gas-liquid flow has been considered as following form:
(4)
The momentum exchange due to drag forces is:
3
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here CD is drag coefficient, to compute this coefficient the Schiller and Naumenn relation has
been used. To apply the effect of magnetic field on the fluid flow, the Lorentz force source
term has been added to the momentum equation [13, 14]. It should be mentioned that the
  
Lorentz force describes as F  J  B .Where B is magnetic field and J is electric current and

  
is equal to J   E  U  B where σ is electrical conductivity and U is velocity field on





flow, respectively.
Also it should be noted that in this work since the magnetic Reynolds number Remag(for
most liquid metal flows are very high) for sea water (which is used for liquid phase)
Remag<<1, onecan neglect the viscous dissipation and induced electric current.
The magnetic field is imposed in radial direction and since the Lorentz force has a direct
relation with velocity (i.e., in a system with zero velocity the Lorentz force will be zero), the
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reactor should be considered in rotation. The standard k- turbulence model has been used to
simulate the two phase flow system [6, 8].In this study to model turbulence in gas liquid
mixture, two additional transport equations are necessary: one for the turbulent kinetic energy
(i.e.,k) and another for the eddy dissipation rate of turbulence (i.e., ε) [3] as follows:
.

.

,

,

(9)
.

,

.

,

The mixture density and velocity are calculated by:

(10)
∑
∑
The turbulent viscosity of the mixture μt, m is computed as follows:
(11)

,

In the above equations k,σε denotes turbulent Prandtl number for kinetic energy and
dissipation rate respectively and Gk,mis the generation of turbulence kinetic energy in the
mixture. Standard values for the k-ε model parameters have been tabulated in Table (1).

Table 1 Constants used in the k-ε model

C1

C

C2

σk

σε

1.44

0.09

1.92

1

1.3

3 Numerical solution
In present paper, 2D axisymmetric model in two states have been investigated numerically:
first the reactor has rotational velocity and in the second case it is assumed that to be
stationary. Dimension of the geometry and total used grid have been presented in Table (2).
At the bottom of the reactor the air coming in the sparger with uniform velocity and the width
of the sparger is 0.02 m. It is assumed that all of the bubbles generated in each simulation
have equal size. The mentioned coupled non-linear differential equations were discretized
with the control volume technique. For pressure–velocity coupling the phase coupled
SIMPLE algorithm has been used. Since the investigated case is unsteady problem, used time
step size is 0.01s in the all numerical simulations. For each time step the convergence criteria
when take place that the sum of the normalized residuals be less than 10e-5.
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Table 2 Grid independency and dimensions of geometry

Number of cells

width

height

inlet of reactor

27000

0.2m

0.54m

0.02m

3-1 Boundary conditions
All of the walls have been assumed isothermal and the temperature variation of the flow is
neglected (see Figure 1). Atmospheric pressure is used at the outlet and at the inlet, only air
enters and four different inlet velocities have been considered for it presented in Table (3).
Table 3 various amount of velocity inlet

V1

V2

V3

V4

0.166m/s

0.2m/s

0.25m/s

0.3m/s

Figure 1 Schematic of the reactor and used boundary conditions

4 Validation
In order to validate this method, obtained numerical data from Euler-Euler method where
compared with experimental data [3]. In Figure (2), vertical and horizontal components of
velocity were plotted at x=0.0121 m along y axis.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2 Comparison velocity component of numerical data with experimental data at x=0.0121m along y
direction: a)vx ,b)vy

5 Results and discussion
To study the effect of the bubble diameter, three different diameters0.001m, 0.003m, and
0.005m have been considered. Sparger releases the bubble in the primary fluid with uniform
velocity0.166m/s and it is assume that the reactor is in stationary state and with no magnetic
field. As shown in Figure (3), when the bubble diameter reduces the amount of distributes of
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the gas phase in the primary fluid increase and the time for reaching the bubbles to the surface
is increased.

Figure 3-(a)

Figure 3- (b)
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Figure 3- (c)
Figure 3 Contours of volume fraction with Vin= 0.166m/s, without magnetic field and rotation for bubble
diameters: a)0.001m , b)0.003m and c)0.005m

Figure (4) shows the effect of bubble size on the volume fraction in time for three bubble
diameter sizes: 0.001m, 0.003m, and 0.005m, respectively. As seen by reducing the bubble
size, volume fraction of gas holdup is increased.

Figure 4 Effect of bubble diameter on volume fraction gas holdup with time for air velocity inlet 0.166m/s
without magnetic field and rotation

Figure (5-a) presents the stream lines without of the rotational velocity and magnetic field.
As shown, the stream lines have counter clockwise recirculation because of dragging the
liquid by the gas phase. Also Figure (5-b) indicates the stream lines for the case that the
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reactor is rotated with ω=5rad/s and no magnetic field. Based on the obtained results, the
stream lines have counter clockwise direction similar to Figure (5-a), but the vortex tends to
near of the left wall. The effect of magnetic field on the stream lines has been presented in
Figure (5-c) by considering a magnetic field with Ha=69.2. As seen, there are two vortexes in
the stream lines with different recirculation direction in this case.

Figure 5 (a) Streamlins for air velocity inlet 0.166m/s and bubble diameter 0.003m without magnetic field
and rotation(b) streamlins for air velocity inlet 0.166m/s and bubble diameter 0.003m with ω=5rad/s,without
magnetic field (c) streamlines for air velocity inlet 0.166m/s and bubble diameter 0.003m with
ω=5rad/s,Ha=69.2

Effect of magnetic field on liquid phase is more than gas phase because of the electrical
conductivity of liquid phase is 4.8 but for gas phase this amount is near zero. Imposing
magnetic field on fluid flow makes two vortexes, this vortexes cause better mixing of phases.
This effect are shown in Figure (6) and make increase in the amount of gas holdup than the
state that we haven't magnetic field in the reactors.

Figure 6 Axial velocity variation for horizontal line y=0.4m along x direction

Figure (7) presents the axial velocity for horizontal line at y=0.4m along x direction for three
different cases: 1) ω=0, Ha=0, 2) ω=5 rad/s, Ha=0 and 3) ω=5 rad/s, Ha=69.2. As seen for
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cases (1) and (2) the obtained axial velocity profiles along the mentioned horizontal line
nearly are similar, but for case (3) a different profile has been achieved because of applying
magnetic field. We observe that the axial velocity in cases (1) and (2) changes from positive
to negative as we go up along the line because according Figure (5-a) and (5-b) the
streamlines are counter clockwise. In the state (3) the axial velocity near the right end and left
end point is positive and in the middle of the line is negative because magnetic field makes
two vortexes in opposite direction according to the Figure (5-c).

Figure 7 Radial velocity variation for vertical line x=0.15m along y direction

Figure (8) shows the effect of rotational velocities of fluid on the gas holdup volume
fraction in time. Three rotational velocities (i.e., ω) have been examined: ω =0, ω=5 rad/s, and
ω=10rad/s. It should be mentioned that for the all cases the velocity of air at the inlet is
0.166m/s and there isn’t magnetic field and also the bubble diameter is 0.003m. Based on the
obtained results by increasing in ω, the volume fraction is also increased.

Figure 8 Effect of rotation of fluid on variation of volume fraction gas holdup with time for air velocity inlet
0.166m/s ,bubble diameter 0.003m and without magnetic field
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In the follow the effect of magnetic field on the gas holdup volume fraction variation in time
has been presented in Figure (9) in three different Hartman number: Ha=0, Ha=41.5, and
Ha=69.2.
In this case also the velocity inlet of air is 0.166m/s and bubble diameter is 0.003m and the
primary fluid rotates with ω=5 rad/s inside the reactor. Results show that imposing the
magnetic field has effect on increment of gas hold up volume fraction.

Figure 9 Effect of magnetic field on variation of volume fraction gas holdup with time for air velocity inlet
0.166m/s ,bubble diameter 0.003m ,ω=5 rad/s

Figure (10) presents that effect of increment in the inlet velocity on the gas hold up volume
fraction for four different inlet velocity: v=0.166 m/s, v=0.2 m/s, v=0.25 m/s, and v=0.3m/s. It
should be mentioned that in this case the reactor does not rotate and there is not magnetic field
and the bubble diameter is 0.003m. Based on the obtained results by increment inlet velocity,
the gas holdup volume fraction is also increased.

Figure 10 Effect of vriation of air velocity inlet on volume fraction gas holdup
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We can obtain the turbulent kinetic energy as follows: k  1 / 2 u 2  v 2 . Figure (11) shows
variation of turbulent kinetic energy at point (0.4, 0.15) with time for two cases with magnetic
field and without it. As mentioned before this, using Eq. (8), we can obtain turbulent viscosity
for Euler-Euler model. Figures (12 and 13) present the turbulent viscosity and turbulent
intensity variation with time at same point. Turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent viscosity and
turbulent intensity are turbulent characteristic and when these parameters increase make better
mixing in reactors. We observe in Figures (11,12, and 13)when we impose magnetic field
amount of this parameters are more than the state that we haven’t magnetic field so mixing
phases increase and cause increase in gas holdup than the state that we haven’t magnetic field
according Figure (9) .

Figure 11 Variation of average turbulent kinetic energy with time

Figure 12 Variation of average turbulent viscosity with time
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Figure 13 Variation of average turbulent intensity with time

6

Conclusions

In this work Euler-Euler model was used to simulate the bubble column reactor using
standard k-ε turbulent model. Different parameters effects on the gas holdup volume fraction
and velocity field investigated and based on the results one can conclude:
1) Reduction in bubble size causes increment in the gas holdup volume fraction and the
time needed for reaching the bubbles to surface is also increased.
2) Increment in the air inlet velocity makes in the gas holdup volume fraction.
3) Incensement in rotational velocity of fluid inside the reactor causes increment in the gas
holdup volume fraction.
4) Applying magnetic field on the fluid shows that increment in Ha number causes
increment in the gas holdup volume.
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Nomenclature
uq
up
g
kpq
Re
Remag

:
:
:
:
:
:

velocity of the qth phase [ms-1]
velocity of the pth phase [ms-1]
acceleration due to gravity [ms-2]
exchange coefficient of gas- liquid flow [kg2m-4s-2 ]
Reynolds number
magnetic Reynolds number
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dp
Fdrag
CD
K
um
C1 , C2 , Cµ
Gk,m
F
J
B
E
Ha

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

diameter of the bubbles [m]
drag force [N]
drag coefficient ,dimensionless
turbulent kinetic energy [ms-2]
mixture velocity [ms-1]
empirical constant
generation of turbulent kinetic energy
Lorentz force [N]
electric current [A/m2]
magnetic field [Tesla]
electric field[v/m]
Hartman number BL  / 

Greek symbols
αp
ρq
τq
µq
ρm
µt.m
σk, σε
ε
σ
ω

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

volume fraction of the qth phase
density of the qth phase [kgm-3]
stress tensor of the qth phase [Nm-2]
liquid viscosity of phase qth phase[pas]
mixture density [kgm-3]
turbulent viscosity of the mixture [kgm-1s-1]
empirical constant
turbulent dissipation rate [ms-2]

:
:
:
:
:

p-th phase
q-th phase
mixture
refers to turbulence property
refers to turbulence property

electrical conductivity of the medium
vorticity [rad/s]

subscripts
p
q
m
k
ε
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ﭼﻜﻴﺪه
ﻧﮕﻬﺪاﺷﺖ ﮔﺎز و اﻧﺪازه ﺣﺒﺎب ﭘﺎراﻣﺘﺮﻫﺎي ﻣﻬﻤﻲ ﺑﺮاي ﺷﺒﻴﻪﺳﺎزي و ﻃﺮاﺣﻲ در راﻛﺘﻮرﻫﺎي ﺳﺘﻮن ﺣﺒﺎب اﺳﺖ.
ﭼﻮﻧﻜﻪ ﺑﺮ اﺳﺎس اﻳﻦ ﭘﺎراﻣﺘﺮﻫﺎ ،ﻣﻨﻄﻘﻪ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد ﺑﻴﻦ ﮔﺎز و ﻣﺎﻳﻊ ﺑﺮاي اﻧﺘﻘﺎل ﺟﺮم ﺗﻌﺮﻳﻒ ﻣﻲﺷﻮد.
در اﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ،ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺣﺎﺻﻞ از اﻋﻤﺎل ﻣﻴﺪانﻫﺎي ﻣﻐﻨﺎﻃﻴﺴﻲ ﺑﺮ ﻣﻴﺪان ﺳﺮﻋﺖ و ﻛﺴﺮ ﺣﺠﻤﻲ ﮔﺎز ﻧﮕﻬﺪاﺷﺘﻪ
ﺷﺪه ،اراﺋﻪ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ .ﻫﻴﺪرودﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﻚ ﺳﺘﻮن ﺣﺒﺎب در راﻛﺘﻮر ﺑﺎ اﺳﺘﻔﺎده از ﻣﺪل اوﻳﻠﺮ -اوﻳﻠﺮ و ﻣﺪل
ﺗﻮرﺑﻮﻻﻧﺲ  k-εاﺳﺘﺎﻧﺪارد ﺑﺎ در ﻧﻈﺮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ ﻓﺮض ﺗﻘﺎرن و روش ﺣﺠﻢ ﻛﻨﺘﺮل ﺑﺼﻮرت ﻋﺪدي ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﻪ ﺷﺪه
اﺳﺖ .ﺑﺎ ﺗﻮﺟﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه ،اﻋﻤﺎل ﻣﻴﺪان ﻣﻐﻨﺎﻃﻴﺴﻲ اﺛﺮات ﺟﺰﺋﻲ در اﻓﺰاﻳﺶ ﻛﺴﺮ ﺣﺠﻤﻲ ﮔﺎز
ﻧﮕﻬﺪاﺷﺘﻪ ﺷﺪه دارد .اﻣﺎ اﻋﻤﺎل ﻣﻴﺪان ﺑﺎﻋﺚ اﻳﺠﺎد ﮔﺮداﺑﻪ در ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ .ﻋﻼوه ﺑﺮ اﻳﻦ ،در ﻛﺎر ﺣﺎﺿﺮ
اﺛﺮات ﭘﺎراﻣﺘﺮﻫﺎي دﻳﮕﺮي ﭼﻮن ﭼﺮﺧﺶ ﺳﻴﺎل ،اﻧﺪازه ﺣﺒﺎبﻫﺎ ،و ﺳﺮﻋﺖ ورودي در ﻛﺴﺮ ﺣﺠﻤﻲ ﮔﺎز ﻧﮕﻬﺪاﺷﺘﻪ
ﺷﺪه ،اراﺋﻪ ﺷﺪه اﺳﺖ.

